Multi-lingual Twitter sentiment analysis using machine learning
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ABSTRACT

Twitter Sentiment Analysis is one of the leading research fields nowadays. Most of the researchers have contributed to the research in twitter sentiment analysis in English tweets, but few researchers have focused on the multilingual twitter sentiment analysis. Still, some more challenges are present and not yet addressed in the domain of multilingual twitter sentiment analysis (MLTSA). Research is highly warranted in these unexplored areas. This study presents the implementation of sentiment analysis in multilingual twitter data and improves the data classification up to the adequate level of accuracy. Twitter is the sixth leading social networking site in the world. Active users for twitter in a month are 330 million. People can tweet or retweet in their languages and allow users to use emoji’s, abbreviations, contraction words, misspellings, and shortcut words. The best platform for sentiment analysis is twitter. Multilingual tweets and data sparsity are the two main challenges. In this paper, the MLTSA algorithm gives the solution for these two challenges. MLTSA algorithm is divided into two parts. One for detecting and translating non-English tweets into English using natural language processing (NLP) and the second one is an appropriate pre-processing method with NLP support that can reduce the data sparsity. The result of the MLTSA with SVM achieves good accuracy by up to 95%.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Twitter is microblogging, which allows a maximum of 280 characters per tweet; twitter is one of the best social networks. Twitter has 330 million active users per month [1]. It provides a good platform to share user's opinions and views about the trending topics. Twitter has no local groups; any user can post tweets and has open access.

Twitter provides a good environment for sentiment analysis [2]. Sentiment classification can be done on twitter data like positive, negative and neutral. Sentiment analysis can be applied to movie reviews, product reviews, market review analysis, twitter trending news [3], restaurant review analysis [4], age, gender sentiment classification [5], future predictions like election prediction, forecast applications [6, 7], and forecasting stock market movements [8]. Multilingual tweets can be seen in trending news in the twitter data. Extending the sentiment analysis into multilingual [9] tweets is very essential to improve the accuracy in sentiment analysis without losing any user tweets. The efficiency of this analysis was improved by the best pre-processing techniques [10].

Increasing the accuracy in sentiment analysis is a research challenge in big data. By reducing the data sparsity and translating the multilingual tweets accuracy can be increased [7]. In the sentiment analysis, pre-processing plays an important role [10, 11]. Mostly sentiment analysis is applied only on
English tweets. In the pre-processing level non-English tweets are avoided, i.e. multilingual tweets are not considered in this analysis. On this occasion, the accuracy of the sentiment analysis gets to drop. Very valuable tweets and opinions of the public are not considered here. In twitter sentiment analysis, multilingual tweets must be translated into English tweets [12], and noise data like misspellings, emphasized words, code-mixed tweets need to be solved [13].

Multilingual twitter sentiment analysis is still prominent in research area [14, 15]. In this context, analysis of multilingual tweets is not a direct process. The first step in this sequence is that it requires a translation from non-English tweets to the English language and the complementary steps are applied for the sentiment classification. Spelling mistakes, emphasized words, contraction words are called as data sparsity. Data sparsity can be reduced in pre-processing using NLP. In this way, the accuracy of the classification can be improved drastically through multilingual twitter sentiment analysis [16, 17].

In this paper, MLTSA (Algorithm-1) is a new proposed algorithm, which is used to define and solve the data sparsity by using efficient preprocessing methods and translation from non-English to English by using Google translator. Finally, the sentiment analysis process has been applied in this algorithm. In this proposed system accuracy is increased up to 95%.

Sentiment analysis for Swiss politician tweets; in this study tweets are available in multiple national languages like Swiss. The language was translated from Swiss to English with the help of machine learning and a lexicon-based approach [18]. Norah Fahad Alshammari [19] Sentiment analysis classification for twitter data from Arabic to English with deep learning model. A complete review of Arabic sentiment analysis is given by Abdullatif Gallab [20].

Md. Al-Amin improves the accuracy of the Bengali comments up to 75.5%, with the combination of word2vec and sentiment extraction of words. This approach performance is not compromising in increasing the size of the dataset [21]. Narr, Presents multilingual tweets sentiment analysis with the language independent classification approach. Here four languages were translated using the Amazon Mechanical Turk such as English, German, French, and Portuguese. Language tweets are independently translated and classified on human-annotated tweets with good accuracy [22]. Nankani H., Dutta H focuses on sentiment analysis of various low resources multi-languages [23] having limited sentiment analysis resources such as annotated datasets, word embeddings and sentiment lexicons, along with the English language.

2. RESEARCH METHOD

Multilingual twitter sentiment analysis (MLTSA) contains the following steps.
- Pre-processing.
- Language translation for each multi-language tweets.

These two methods are very clearly defined in the flowchart Figure 1 and algorithm as follows.

Figure 1. Flowchart for multilingual twitter sentiment analysis
Algorithm 1. Multilingual twitter sentiment analysis (MLTSA)

ALGORITHM: “Multilingual Twitter Sentiment Analysis (MLTSA)"

Purpose: “Prediction of sentiment Analysis from the Multilingual and sparsity of tweets”.

Input: - Tweets r, Tweet_language T_L, Sentiment_Lexicon L
Output: - Tweet_Sentiment TS {P, Neg, NT}, Sentiment_Score SS

Where P: Positive, Neg: Negative, and NT: Neutral.

Initialize: - POS, NEG, and NT=0, E=“English Language”

1. While Tokenize Tweets r into Tweet(t_i)
2. Remove RT, Numbers, URL, Hyperlinks from t_i
3. if T_L(t_i) ≠ English then
   Each t_i ∈ r in Tokenize into word set W_i.
4. //translating into English using Google Translator(GNMT)\//
   t:=P(E,W_i) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} P(E_i,E_s,E_i,E_{-}E;W_i,W_s,W_{-}W_i)
7. Tokenize t_i ∈ r into word set W_i
8. Remove stop words, punctuation symbols and special symbols from W_i
9. if contraction words in W_i then
   Replace with the complete word.
11. else if emphasized words in W_i then
   Replace with the proper word.
13. //Lexicon values from the Lexicon Dictionary for each word//
14. Search for W_i in L
15. if W_i ∈ L.POS then
   POS := POS+L.val
17. else if W_i ∈ L.NEG then
   NEG := NEG+L.val
19. else
   NT := NT+1
21. // Tweets Sentiments and Sentiments scores calculation //
22. if POS>|NEG| then
   TS=P, SS=POS|POS+NEG
24. else if POS<|NEG| then
   TS=Neg, SS=NEG|POS+NEG
26. else
   TS=NT
28. End

2.1. Pre-processing

In multi-lingual twitter sentiment analysis, pre-processing plays an important key role. The pre-processing step is used to prepare the raw data into suitable data for analysis. The basic method of this process is cleaning and replacing the required data. The pre-processing method directly affects the accuracy and efficiency of sentiment analysis. Here some of the pre-processing steps are used for the best analysis. In the Figure 1 and Algorithm 1 defines many steps in pre-processing.

- Remove “RT”: In the twitter data set “RT” re-tweets are common, but it is not required for the processing, so it is removed from the data.
- Remove numeric values: Numbers are not required in this analysis part, so numbers are also removed from the tweets in the data set.
- Remove Isolated words: These words have no significant impact on sentiment analysis. Such as {i, a, y} which are single characters.
- Remove undefined language tweets from the data set: In the twitter data set, every tweet is written in a specific language. But some of the tweets are posted in the undefined language, this type of tweets will not support for the language translations and sentiment analysis. So it is better to avoid undefined language tweets.
- Remove punctuations and special symbols: Punctuation symbols do not affect the analysis; punctuations are removed from each and every tweet. The symbols are ["\"#%&\"\n\"*+,-./;:<=?>@[\"\n^\"_\"{\"|\"~\"]], not only these symbols some more special symbols are available regularly that are used in the tweets such as [":’‘…], these are also removed from the tweets.
- Remove hyperlinks: Hyperlinks do not affect the analysis; from each tweet, hyperlinks are removed.
- Remove Tags: there are different types of tags used in the tweets such as @, and &. This will not show any effect on the analysis.
- Remove Stop words: There is One Hundred and Seventy-Nine (179) list of English language stop words that were supported in the NLTK. All these are used in regular English sentences, but there is no effect in the sentiment analysis so, it is better to remove the stop words. In the stop word list, some of the negative words such as ‘nor’, ‘not’, has an effect in the sentiment classification, so these words must be excluded from the stop word list, otherwise negative tweets will be classified into positive.
2.2. Language translation

Language translation is used to translate non-English language tweets into English tweets. The language of the tweets is specified in the "lang" attribute along with the "text". Three types of labels are defining the language of tweets. The labels are 1) English, 2) Non-English, 3) Undefined. Example "en", "hi", "und" in the Figure 1 and Algorithm 1 explains the translation procedure. If the 'lang' type is 'und', These types of tweets provide hyperlinks, videos, stickers, or any graphics but not the textual information and there is no use in the sentiment analysis process.

If the language is in the 'Non-English' type, it requires English translation. According to the given algorithm (MLTSA), Algorithm 1 uses one most Google translator that is GNMT (google neural machine translator). This GNMT uses the LSTM RNN (long-short term memory recurrent neural networks). This GNMT architecture divides into four parts 1) Decoder LSTMs, 2) Encoder LSTMs, 3) Attention, 4) Softmax. Encoder LSTMs encodes the given input set of words from the source sentence into fixed-sized vectors in its hidden layers, Decoder LSTMs and Softmax can decode into target language words symbols, and attention provides the generated target word set and communication between encoder and decoder hidden layers.

In this process, Twitter dataset \(r\) is tokenized into single tweets ti, and each tweet has its language, the Language of ti is 'eng' or 'und' no need of translation, otherwise, translation is needed for any source language into English only. In this process ti tokenized into words Wi.

\[
V_1, V_2, V_3, ..., V_n = \text{EncoderLSTM}(W_1, W_2, W_3, ..., W_n)
\]

where \(V_n\) is the word symbol vector is the output of the encoder LSTM hidden layers.

Then decoderLSTM and Softmax modules can make it into English word vector by using the conditional probability model.

\[
P(E|V) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} P(E_i|E_0,E_1,E_3,...,E_{i-1}; V_1, V_2, V_3, ..., V_n)
\]

where \(E_0\) is the special symbol as the beginning of the sentence in any target language. \(E_i\) translated word vector.

This system can do the translation task for the valid inputs. If \(W_i\) is a non-English word and which is defined in a dictionary of a language, that word(s) will go for translation. But in other cases where \(W_i\) is non-English but lexically English, translation is not possible.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Data set

The data set is collected from the Twitter API. The topic that has been accessed from Twitter live stream is the honourable CM, he is the Andhra Pradesh honourable CM, and 200 tweets were collected. Tweets are in local languages, and mostly in English. The rest of the tweets are in Indian local languages such as Hindi, and Telugu, which is in the Figure 2.

Initially, each tweet contains 69 attributes, such as used_id, user_str_id, text, language, country, out of this process it requires only two attributes [text, lang]. Here text contains tweets, re-tweets and lang is referred to as the language of each tweet. The dimensionality of the data set was reduced up to two features.
One of the new features added to the dataset is "sentiment" as a third feature. This sentiment attribute contains three labels i.e. "positive, negative, neutral". An auto label is assigned with the support of a lexicon-based approach. Translation of different languages into English is done using a python programming language with NLP support. Finally, the dataset contains three attributes.

In Figure 3, 65-80% of tweets are in the English language (en), and the rest are in the local language [te: Telugu, hi: Hindi, be: Bengali, ar: Arabic, ur: Urdu] along with the undefined (und) language. Undefined language tweets are not considered in this process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tweet ID</th>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Sentiment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>It is insane to create disputes between the n...</td>
<td>en</td>
<td>negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>RT @TopNRI_Europe: &quot;Andhra Pradesh expected th...</td>
<td>en</td>
<td>negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>RT @narendramodi: From fighting the Dustha Con...</td>
<td>en</td>
<td>negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>RT @saibollineni: It's has been 4 years and no...</td>
<td>en</td>
<td>negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>RT @saibollineni: YSRCP is contented with the ...</td>
<td>en</td>
<td>negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>RT @prakashral_pppl: చూసా, చూసా జలసిన ఆఠాత్రు...</td>
<td>te</td>
<td>negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>RT @sainji: Says the man who abandoned his wi...</td>
<td>en</td>
<td>negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>RT @TopNRI_Europe: It is the Centre's &quot;statuto...</td>
<td>en</td>
<td>positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>RT @TopNRI_Europe: TDP MP Jay Galla had last w...</td>
<td>en</td>
<td>negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>@PMOIndia sir this is veera from Andhra Pradesh...</td>
<td>en</td>
<td>positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>RT @TopNRI_Europe: With a great man like CBN l...</td>
<td>en</td>
<td>negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>RT @TopNRI_Europe: Andhra Pradesh will answer ...</td>
<td>en</td>
<td>neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Chandra Babu Naidu In His Own Words !!!!</td>
<td>en</td>
<td>neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>RT @narendramodi: The BJP has served, is servi...</td>
<td>en</td>
<td>neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>RT @MTweets: Chandrababu Naidu (@ncbn) to sit...</td>
<td>en</td>
<td>negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>RT @TopNRI_Europe: Andhra Pradesh will answer ...</td>
<td>en</td>
<td>neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>RT @TopNRI_Europe: Andhra Pradesh ASK3, If you...</td>
<td>en</td>
<td>neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>ప్రధానమంత్రి మౌద్ అవసరించడు, తలపాకుడు అంద...</td>
<td>hi</td>
<td>neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>RT @I_d_h_nair: People of Andhra Pradesh love ...</td>
<td>en</td>
<td>negative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>RT @I_d_h_nair: People of Andhra Pradesh love ...</td>
<td>en</td>
<td>positive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Sample data set from twitter live

Figure 3. Multilingual tweets [English, Telugu, Hindi, und]
3.2. Pre-processing

The preprocessing method contains 11 steps as mentioned above. The data set contains a huge amount of noise data, even though the attributes were reduced up to three. The noise data must be cleared before analyzing it. Python language completely supports the pre-processing because of its rich set of packages. URL's, numbers, HTML tags, stop words, punctuation symbols, special symbols, and emoticons were removed from each and every tweet. Additionally, the pre-processing module replaces contraction words with actual words, Negation words with complete word and misspelling words were rectified. Finally, the two data sets were pre-processed very effectively.

Sample pre-processing steps:

- Input-1: RT@ravi: Apple phone it is verrrrry costllllllllllllllllllly
- Output-1: apple phone costly.

These words can reduce the length like very, costly by using some of the regular expressions.

The remaining corrections depend on the spelling corrections.

3.3. Language translation

According to the specified algorithm MLTSA, different language (non-English) tweets are translated. This translation is supported by one of the python modules, and that module depends on the Google translator. In this algorithm, it contains 3 cases.

3.3.1. Translating non-English into English

Tweet in Hindi: पुलवामा हमले पर बोले भारतीय बैडमिंटन टीम के राष्ट्रीय कोच पुलेला गोपिचिंद पाक के साथ किसी तरह के

Translated to English: Pullela Gopichand, national coach of the Indian badminton team, spoke on the Pulwama attack.

Tweet in Bengali: RT @IamSourav_b: যখন আজকালকার জীবনমুক্ত বাংলা চলিচিত্র বা গানে গালিগালাজ ব্যবহার করা হয় তখন তাতে@MyAnandaBazar এর গায়ে লাগেনা দেখি | কিন্তু…

Translated to English: When we are now using the lyrics of the life-changing Bangla film or song, we do not see it

Tweet in Telugu and Translation:

3.3.2. Translating mixed language words into English

Translated into English: Country universal election noise there farming attached mine the problems judiciary his majestically light losing Varukirata.

3.3.3. Code-mixed words

A tweet is typed in one language but the meaning is in other languages, this type of tweet is not getting translated(Code mixed). Tweet: “Antha Rajanna mahima Appatlo annagarini devudu ni ela chesaro ipudu ysr ni devudu cheyadam chusthunte ardamaipoth”. This tweet is written in English, but each and every meaning of the word is related to Telugu language. So this type of tweet is not converted.

3.4. Training and testing

Bag-of-words vector is created after the pre-processing and translations by using the counter vectorization. Data set splits into 7:3 ratio out of that 70% is for the train data, and 30% is for the test data. By using machine learning algorithms [30], the training and testing process is implemented. The ML algorithms are

- Multinomial Naïve Bayes (MNB),
- Logistic Regression (LR),
- Support Vector Machines (SVM),
- Decision Tree (DT),
- k-Nearest Neighbour (kNN),
- Random Forest (RF).
Performance measures are computed for all the algorithms. Performance measures such as precision, recall, $f_1$-scores. Figure 4 to Figure 6 are used to represent the sentiment classification with pre-processes and MLTSA algorithm.

![Figure 4. Precision in pre-process vs. MLTSA classification](image)

![Figure 5. Recall in pre-process vs. MLTSA classification](image)

![Figure 6. F1-Score in pre-process vs. MLTSA classification](image)
In the Figures 4-6 the results show the comparison between pre-processed tweets and MLTSA algorithm. In all the cases, MLTSA leads to good and accurate results. Precision, Recall and F1-scores are the averages for the positive, negative, neutrals. MLTSA line is increased above the line of pre-processing. Training and testing score accuracy in machine learning algorithms for SVM (support vector machine) is 95% and for RF (random forest), it is 93%.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, sentiments are extracted from the multilingual tweets. This algorithm provides sufficient pre-processing techniques that were applied to set the dataset. Here totally 11 pre-processing techniques were implemented to improve the accuracy in the sentiment analysis. Multi-lingual tweets deal with multiple numbers of international or local languages. Python language translator module, which is supported by the Google translator, is used to translate the no English tweets into English, and then sentiments were extracted from the English data. MLTSA algorithm is a better pre-processing and language translation technique. Machine learning algorithms are applied in the trained and test data. Sentiment classifications are improved on the translated data. Machine learning algorithms are Multinomial naive bayes (MNB), logistic regression (LR), support vector machine (SVM), decision tree (DT), K-nearest neighbor (KNN), and random forest (RF) applied. The performance measures in machine learning are precision, recall, and F1-score. Acceptable improvements were recorded after the translation and SVM is the best classifier in multilingual twitter sentiment analysis. Accuracy is improved by up to 95%. In this work, some challenges need to be solved in situations like for example, accuracy drops when the tweets contain code-mixed and code-switched words and sentences.
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